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Abstract

The multifunctional protein cytochrome c (cyt c) plays key roles in electron transport and 

apoptosis, switching function by modulating bonding between a heme iron and the sulfur in a 

methionine residue. This Fe–S(Met) bond is too weak to persist in the absence of protein 

constraints. We ruptured the bond in ferrous cyt c using an optical laser pulse and monitored the 

bond reformation within the protein active site using ultrafast x-ray pulses from an x-ray free-

electron laser, determining that the Fe–S(Met) bond enthalpy is ~4 kcal/mol stronger than in the 

absence of protein constraints. The 4 kcal/mol is comparable with calculations of stabilization 

effects in other systems, demonstrating how biological systems use an entatic state for modest yet 

accessible energetics to modulate chemical function.

Cytochrome c (cyt c) is a metalloprotein that plays dual roles in biology as an electron 

transfer (ET) agent and a peroxidase, serving as a model protein for probing structure/

function relationships in biological inorganic chemistry. The cyt c active site contains a six-

coordinate, low-spin (LS) heme iron with axial His18 and Met80 ligands, the latter of which 

is particularly vital to protein function (1–3). The prevalence of metal-thioether bonds in ET 

proteins has inspired interest in understanding their contributions to function. Across copper 
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and iron ET proteins, the S(Met) bond contributes a relative energetic stabilization of the 

oxidized over the reduced state. Temperature-dependent studies of the Cu–S(Met) bond in 

nitrite reductase (NiR), a type one (T1) copper protein, indicated that the bond strength in 

the cupric state is low (~5 kcal/mol), and thus this bond should not be present at 

physiological temperatures (4). This finding suggested a possible role of the protein 

environment in keeping the thioether-metal bond intact by opposing the entropic 

contribution to the free energy of ligand loss. This protein control of the active site is 

referred to as the entatic/rack-induced state (4, 5) and is thought to be integral in regulating 

the chemical properties of metalloproteins. This concept, however, has not been 

demonstrated experimentally or quantified.

While functioning as an ET protein, the Fe–S(Met) bond keeps the metal low-spin while the 

heme iron site shuttles between Fe(II) and Fe(III), which maintains a low inner-sphere 

reorganization energy for rapid ET (3, 4, 6). However, cyt c can also function as a 

peroxidase, which requires loss of the Fe(III)–S(Met) bond to open a ligand binding site for 

catalysis (7, 8). This peroxidase function plays an important signaling role in apoptosis, 

during which the peroxidation of cardiolipin (CL), a lipid in the inner mitochondrial 

membrane, is followed by expulsion of cyt c into the cytosol (7, 8). Thus, the regulation of 

the Fe–S(Met) bond in cyt c is extremely important for cellular functions promoting life 

(oxidative phosphorylation in respiration) and death (peroxidation in apoptosis).

Initially, the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond in cyt c was thought to be stronger than the Fe(III)–S(Met) 

bond because of the shorter Fe–S(Met) bond in the reduced state [determined by means of 

extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)] (9), ligand competition (10), the 

temperature dependence of the Fe–S(Met) bond loss (11, 12), and the decrease in E0 when 

the Fe–S(Met) bond is lost (13). However, in solution the Met ligand is replaced by a 

different protein residue or H2O, complicating bond strength measurements. Moreover, a 

direct spectroscopic study of the Fe–S(Met) bond by 1s2p resonant inelastic x-ray scattering 

(RIXS) coupled to density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that in the absence 

of protein constraints, the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond (2.6 kcal/mol) is weaker than the Fe(III)–

S(Met) bond (5.9 kcal/mol); furthermore, the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond enthalpy (ΔH) is less than 

TΔS at room temperature (RT), where T is the temperature and ΔS is the entropy (14). In a 

similar fashion to T1 Cu (and the binuclear CuA) ET enzymes (15, 16), the metal–S(Met) 

bond in cyt c is retained under physiological conditions. This constraint necessitates the 

presence of a protein entatic state in cyt c that is vital to ET function but weak enough to be 

lost for catalysis in apoptosis.

Visible light excitation of either the heme Soret (B-band) or Q-bands (α/β-bands) of ferrous 

cyt c results in ultrafast photodissociation of an axial ligand; this ligand loss and subsequent 

geminate recombination has been analyzed by using various ultrafast spectroscopic 

techniques, elucidating the reaction coordinate on the femtosecond and picosecond time 

scales (17–19). The results from optical transient absorption (OTA), time-resolved resonance 

Raman (TR3), and fluorescence upconversion measurements of ferrous cyt c are consistent, 

indicating the formation of a five-coordinate, high-spin (HS) Fe(II) site on the 

subpicosecond time scale and subsequent geminate recombination with a lifetime of 5 to 7 

ps. Previous studies have also focused on localized heating and heat dissipation from the 
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active site in cyt c after photo-excitation (20–22). TR3 measurements showed that loss of the 

axial ligand places the heme in a vibrationally hot transient state, and intramolecular 

vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) is complete within ~1 to 2 ps, resulting in a hot five-

coordinate ground state (19). Vibrational cooling can be approximated as an exponential 

process with a lifetime of 6.8 ps, which is consistent with molecular dynamics simulations 

that show that the increased heme kinetic energy upon photo-excitation dissipates into the 

bulk protein, with a calculated lifetime of 6.4 ps (22). Last, the TR3 measurements revealed 

a 216-cm−1 band in photoexcited ferrous cyt c, assigned as an Fe-His stretch on the basis of 

the energy of this vibration observed for deoxyhemoglobin (23), suggesting that the Fe–

S(Met) bond is broken upon photoexcitation (19).

Ultrafast x-ray spectroscopy is a powerful tool for applying the principles underlying 

ultrafast optical methods in order to directly probe the properties of a transition metal site 

(24, 25). The Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) x-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) 

provides extremely intense, ultrafast x-ray pulses to probe photo-induced dynamics on the 

femtosecond to picosecond time scales. In this study, we used ultrafast Fe K-edge x-ray 

absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) (24) to directly probe the ligand environment 

of the iron, and we used Fe Kβ x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) (25) to directly probe its 

spin state. Thus, these methods in tandem unambiguously revealed the geometric and 

electronic structure dynamics of photoexcited ferrous cyt c, providing a direct correlation 

between axial ligand rebinding to the Fe and the temperature decay. The latter enabled 

experimental quantification of a protein entatic contribution toward the stabilization and 

control of an active site metal-ligand bond.

The Fe K-edge absorption spectra for ground-state (GS) and photoexcited-state (600 fs 

delay) ferrous horse heart cyt c are shown in Fig. 1A. A ground-state contribution, as 

estimated from the XES data, was subtracted from the photoexcited-state spectrum so as to 

give the true excited-state (ES) spectrum. The edge, white line, and shape resonances of the 

ES spectrum shift to lower energy relative to the GS spectrum (Fig. 1A). The spectral 

changes upon converting from GS to ES are consistent with those exhibited between a six-

coordinate LS and a five-coordinate HS complex (fig. S1). The spectra were modeled by 

using MXAN (multiple scattering) calculations (26, 27) of DFT-generated structures based 

on the active site model in Fig. 1B. The best fits to both the GS and ES data, along with the 

structural parameters from the DFT models for each, are shown in Fig. 1, C and D, with the 

Fe(II)–S(Met) bond length for the GS fixed to match the EXAFS-derived bond distance of 

2.29 Å (9). The best simulation was determined by its χ2 value, as described in 

supplementary text S.2. The ES structure exhibits loss of the Met ligand (at 2.9 Å) and an 

elongation of the Fe(II)–N(His) and Fe(II)-N(por) bond lengths, which is consistent with the 

formation of a five-coordinate, HS heme. MXAN simulations of other DFT models are 

shown in figs. S2 to S8, where either the Fe(II)–N(His) or Fe(II)–S(Met) bond distances 

were fixed to different lengths. However, these and other simulations resulted in larger χ2 

values and in particular did not properly reproduce the edge region of the absorption 

spectrum, as demonstrated by the large residuals in the edge region of those simulations. 

Therefore, the ES spectrum serves as direct verification of loss of the Fe(II)–S(Met) ligand 

upon photoexcitation (Fig. 1A, structural insert). The 2.9-Å Fe–S(Met) distance is a lower 
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limit; simulations with increased Fe–S(Met) distances yield nearly identical residuals (fig. 

S7).

Kβ x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) probes the spin state (number of unpaired 3d 

electrons) of the absorbing metal via the 3p-3d exchange interactions after exciting a 1s 

electron into the continuum and probing the subsequent 3p → 1s emission (28). These 

spectra for the GS and ES (at 600 fs time delay) ferrous cyt c are shown in Fig. 2A. 

Conversion from GS to ES results in a shift in the Kβ1,3 peak from ~7058 to ~7060 eV, with 

a decrease in peak intensity relative to the integrated signal, and the appearance of a Kβ′ 
feature (because of the strong 3p-3d exchange interaction) at ~7046 eV. Loss of an axial 

ligand should change the Fe 3d electron configuration from the low-spin 

(dxy)2(dxz.yz)4(dz2)0(dx2−y2)0 to the high-spin(dxy)2(dxz.yz)2(dz2)1(dx2−y2)1. Therefore, the 

spectra reflect a conversion from a singlet (zero unpaired electrons) to a quintet (four 

unpaired electrons) spin state. Comparable Kβ-XES changes are observed for singlet and 

quintet Fe(II) model complexes (Fig. 2B), indicating that cyt c changes from singlet to 

quintet spin state upon photoexcitation of cyt c and correlating with the loss of the axial 

S(Met) ligand.

The emission spectrum was measured at multiple time delays, from nominal time 0 to 100 

ps. Difference spectra (excited – ground state) (Fig. 2, bottom) are shown in Fig. 3A. The 

individual difference spectra are easily reproduced by including both singlet and quintet 

spectral contributions (fig. S9). Modeling of the time dependence of the difference spectra 

(Fig. 3B) indicates that the S = 2 state persists out into the picosecond time regime. The low-

spin ground state recovery is exponential with a time constant of 6.1 ps, which is consistent 

with the ligand recovery time reported from OTA and TR3 measurements (17–19).

Photoexcitation in ferrous cyt c places the system in a hot five-coordinate ground state 

because of localized heating of the heme (19). The excess kinetic energy from photon 

absorption that is initially deposited into the heme vibrational energy levels transfers out of 

the heme into the bulk of the protein with a time constant of 6.4 ps (22). The Fe K-edge 

XAS and Kβ XES data confirm that the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond is broken upon photo-

excitation, and the cyt c heme site adopts a square pyramidal geometry with an S = 2 spin 

state. The singlet and quintet potential energy surfaces cross when the Fe–S(Met) distance is 

~3 Å. This bond length corresponds to the equilibrium Fe–S(Met) bond length of the five-

coordinate HS state, making relaxation to the six-coordinate, LS state barrier-less and 

allowing for adiabatic transfer between these two surfaces (fig. S10). The Kβ XES kinetics 

track reformation of the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond by directly quantifying the singlet and quintet 

species as a function of time (Fig. 3C, inset). Whereas binding a different ligand, such as a 

lysine (as observed in the alkaline state) or histidine, would also result in a singlet ground 

state, binding these ligands would require larger protein reorganization to enable close 

proximity to the heme iron. Carbonmonoxy myoglobin, after photoexcitation and ligand 

loss, exhibits biexponential protein tertiary reorganization with 74-ps and 2.7-ns time 

constants, which are significantly longer than the 6.1-ps time constant for recovery of the cyt 

c singlet state (29). Assuming comparable protein reorganization times for cyt c, on the 

ultrafast time scale of bond loss and geminate recombination, an additional ligand cannot 

bind to Fe, so the active site remains five-coordinate until the Met rebinds. Presuming 
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thermal equilibrium between the five-coordinate and six-coordinate species after IVR, we 

can use singlet/quintet populations to determine the strength of the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond in 

cyt c. The heme temperature as a function of time was obtained by using TR3 frequency 

shifts for ferrous cyt c (19), which were converted to temperature by using the frequency-

temperature relationship determined by Asher and Murtaugh (30). The equilibrium constant 

(Keq) values are determined from the relative ratios of quintet to singlet state populations. 

The resulting Van’t Hoff plot (Fig. 3C) provides ΔH and ΔS values of 6.5 ± 1.2 kcal/mol and 

16.0 ± 3.2 cal/(mol*K) (TΔS ~ 5.2 kcal/mol at RT), respectively. The Fe(II)–S(Met) ΔH for 

solution-phase Met (a Met that is not constrained to coordinate to the Fe by the protein), 

determined from DFT calculations correlated to RIXS data, is 2.6 kcal/mol (14); therefore, 

the protein entatic contribution to the strength of the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond is ~4 kcal/mol of 

the total ΔH.

Because the weak Fe–S(Met) bond in ferrous cyt c is stabilized by the protein, the Met 

remains bound under physiological conditions when cyt c functions as an ET protein but is 

lost under CL bound apoptotic conditions. The dominant contribution to this stabilization 

likely comes from the –OH group of Tyr67, which forms a hydrogen bonding network that 

encompasses Met80, a bound H2O molecule, Asn52, and Thr78 (Fig. 3D). This network is 

conserved across various forms of cyt c (31), providing steric and electronic contributions to 

maintaining the Fe(II)–S(Met) bond. Our estimate of ~4 kcal/mol for the entatic contribution 

is consistent with DFT calculations of 3 kcal/mol for the Tyr-OH–S(Met) bond strength (fig. 

S11), as well as experimental measurements of the hydrogen bond strength between 

methanol and dimethylthioether (32). This limited entatic contribution to the total bond 

strength suggests that the Fe–S(Met) bond can be broken by interrupting the hydrogen 

bonding network connected to the S(Met) ligand.

The CL interaction with cyt c initiates apoptosis by stimulating loss of the Fe–S(Met) bond, 

resulting in a five-coordinate active site that is primed for the peroxidation of the CL. This 

can also occur in ferrocytochrome c because CL can cause Met loss and tune the Fe redox 

potential for oxidation under aerobic conditions (33). On a molecular level, the extended-

lipid anchorage model (34) is typically proposed, in which CL binds to cyt c through 

electrostatic and hydrogen bonding interactions. Recent crystal structures of yeast iso-1–cyt 

c show that docked linoleic acid interacts with Asn52 and sits adjacent to the Tyr67 and 

heme (35). Thus, the linoleic acid can interrupt the internal hydrogen bonding network by 

interactions with either of these residues. Loss of the Fe–S (Met) bond results in protein 

conformational changes, with the active site ultimately in equilibrium with a five-coordinate, 

high-spin iron center (36, 37). Thus, the hydrogen bonding network connected to the Met80 

ligand helps stabilize the native conformation, but the protein stabilization of ~4 kcal/mol 

gives a total bond strength that is easily overcome by the enthalpy of binding of CL [~15 

kcal/mol for dioleoylphosphatidylglycerol (38)], causing Fe–S(Met) bond dissociation and 

protein conformational reorganization.

Given the large size as well as the large number of secondary and tertiary interactions of a 

protein relative to a typical metal complex, it is somewhat surprising to obtain a protein 

entatic stabilization as limited as 4 kcal/mol. In this respect, it is valuable to compare this 

energy with computational values predicted for other systems. A comparable effect has been 
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observed in binuclear type 3 Cu proteins; hemocyanin (Hc) has a higher binding affinity for 

dioxygen than the multicopper oxidases (MCOs). Hc was shown to have a much shorter Cu-

Cu distance than the MCO (4.2 versus 6.5 Å), and DFT calculations indicate that this 

increases the electrostatic repulsion in the former, destabilizing its deoxy form by ~6 

kcal/mol and leading to favorable O2 binding (39). Iron-containing zeolites exhibit excellent 

reactivity in the hydroxylation of methane to methanol at the α-O site. This 5Fe(IV)=O 

species, which is active toward hydrogen atom abstraction (HAA) from methane, is 

destabilized by ~5 kcal/mol because of lattice constraints, effectively lowering the activation 

barrier for HAA and greatly increasing reactivity (40). The experimental value presented 

here is consistent with these computational estimates. While 4 to 6 kcal/mol is rather small 

in protein terms, these energies are quite accessible and appear to be critical for performing 

and optimizing chemical function.

Supplementary Material
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Fig. 1. Ultrafast x-ray absorption spectra of ferrous cytochrome c
(A) Superimposed spectra of ground-state (black) and excited-state (green) cyt c, showing 

the edge, white line, and shape resonance regions. (B) cyt c heme structural model used in 

MXAN simulations. (C) Fit (blue) to the GS spectrum (red) and associated structural 

parameters, derived from MXAN simulation. (D) Fit (blue) to the ES spectrum (red) and 

associated structural parameters, derived from MXAN simulation. The fit residuals are given 

at the bottom of (C) and (D), and the structural models that fit the spectra are shown above 

the residuals.
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Fig. 2. Ultrafast Kβ XES of ferrous cytochrome c
(A) Kβ x-ray emission spectra of ground (solid) and excited-state (dashed) cyt c after 

excitation at 520 nm (spectra are normalized to the integrated intensity). (Bottom) The 

difference of the photoexcited and ground-state XES. The arrows indicate positive and 

negative differences. (B) Singlet {[Fe(II)(2,2′-bipyridine)3]2+, solid} and quintet {[Fe(II)

(phenanthroline)2(NCS)2], dashed} reference spectra used to model cyt c Kβ XES (25). The 

Kβ XES measures spin state (28) and is not sensitive to specific ligation for Fe(II) 

complexes with S = 0 and S = 2.
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Fig. 3. Excited state time evolution and thermal decay analysis.<
br>(A) Time evolution of the Kβ x-ray emission difference (excited – ground state) spectra; 

the spectra are plotted with energy on the x axis and delay time on the y axis, and the 

difference intensity is given by the color scheme to the right, with red and blue signifying 

positive and negative difference signals, respectively. (B) Modeling of the Kβ XES 

difference spectrum by using only singlet and quintet spectra and a lifetime of 6.1 ps, as 

described in supplementary materials (supplementary text S.1.6 and fig. S9). (C) Van’t Hoff 

plot used to determine bond thermodynamics. (Inset) Populations of singlet (blue) and 

quintet (red) species obtained from XES modeling. Error bars reflect ± 1 cm−1 error in 

resonance Raman frequencies and ± 5% error in quintet populations. (D) Cyt c hydrogen 

bonding interactions (blue dashed lines) that stabilize Fe-S(Met) bonding. Hydrogens are 

omitted for clarity.
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